• Shirakawago Village • Takayama Old Town • Bamboo Grove • Wasabi Farm • Oshino Hakkai
l

TWIN

CHILD NO BED

CHILD WITH BED

ADULT SINGLE

B$ 2,688

B$ 2,488

B$ 2,688

B$ 3,088

Departure Date: 2019 December 10, 14, 17
[ Meal onboard ]

[ Breakfast | Lunch ]

Gather at airport, then depart to Kansai Airport. Upon arrival,
transfer to hotel check-in.

- The largest wasabi farm in Japan.
- A popular tourist place for its scenic

[ Breakfast | Lunch | dinner ]

views, volcanic activity. It s famous of eggs hard-boiled in the
hot springs. Boiled eggs turn black and smell slightly sulphuric.

One of the most famous castles and landmark in Japan.

The 8 ponds are filled by snow melted from Mount Fuji which
filters down the mountain through lava for over 80 years
resulting in very clear spring water.

The thick green bamboo stalks seem to continue endlessly in
every direction and there s a strange quality to the light.

[ Breakfast ]

It is covered in thin layers of pure gold and it is surrounded by a
beautiful lake.

Shinjuku area.

[ Breakfast | Lunch | dinner ]

[ Breakfast | Lunch | dinner ]

A village with rice fields and a river running through it. 114
thatched roof stand together in the village, which was registered
as a World Heritage Site in 1995.

The oldest and most famous temple in Tokyo.

It has been beautifully preserved with many buildings and
whole streets of houses dating from the Edo Period. This district
was designated an area of important traditional buildings by
the Japanese Government.
One of the most complete and beautiful among Japan’s original
castles.

Half day walking tour with tour guide in

Nijubashi is the official entrance bridge to Imperial Palace
grounds.
It is the cutting edge of modern trend, from luxury brands to
fast fashion. Come and search for all kinds of brand store.
[ Meal onboard ]

Arrive to airport in the morning. It is the end of a pleasant and
memorable trip.

